
 

Yelp, Google and Facebook Reviews 

 

Google (fort Lauderdale): 

 

9547071155 

The Captain painter did such an amazing job for my Home office! I decided to change the colors in 
my office and use a red and black, which is not an easy thing to do. The colors are very hard to 
paint and to get right. I had this idea I had for long time, but it wasn’t until I met Augusto and his 
team that I realized this can be accomplished! I couldn’t be more happy and satisfied with the job 
they did. Everything looks amazing and I even had them do some other parts of my house with 
some of the same colors. Everyone compliments me on my office and game room! Thank you again 
and I recommend the Captain painter to everyone! 

 

(561) 510-5439 

 

We had a flood in our house and had our baseboards pulled out along with giant chunks of our 
drywall. After the water was gone, we needed the baseboards and drywall replaced and painted. 

 

The Captain Painter was prompt and quickly completed repairs and painting. We liked the work so 
much we had them do additional painting while they were at our house. I highly recommend them. 

 



 

 

Augusto the captain gives fair and detailed quotes. They will match any real quote. You don't pay 
unless you are satisfied. Call them and make your home homey 😘 and beautiful. Colored can 
change your mood. 

 

+1 954-562-6748 

 

My Mom bought a home in Fort Lauderdale. The place needed some love and upgrades. The 
ceiling was old popcorn, the paint on the walls and doors was cheap, cracked and peeling. I hired 
Augusto Alagia from The Captain Painter to repaint the entire home. Within 3 days the house 
looked like a completely new home. The popcorn was gone, the cracks fixed, and the whole house 
was repainted with primer paint undercoat and premium paint on top. We decided to add floor 
baseboards too and finish them in high-gloss paint. It now looks amazing. The cleaned up 
everything too. I would recommend them highly. 

 

+1 954-734-5710 

tom.dowd@xpressodelight.com 

 

The interior of my home was painted by Roger and Lucas of Captain Painter. I’d selected captain 
based on the high reviews. I am very pleased with the quality of work and professionalism. Roger 
and Lucas took great care to do a thorough and complete job. They used quality paint and were 
quick, efficient and respectful. Augustus the owner quoted a very fair price and I would 
unquestionably use them again. Thank you 

+1 407-721-2728 



 

Jefflbornstein@gmail.com  

 

 

 

 

I have been working with Augusto from Captain Painting for years now. I am a Realtor and send all 
my clients his way, and each one has been extremely pleased! Good communication, reasonable 
pricing, and they will always make sure you are happy with their work before collecting payment. 
Highly recommend! 

 

+1 954-826-1467 

Heidi.braunhardt@gmail.com 

I hired The Captain 
Painter to pressure clean my roof and Seal and to paint my house. They have exceeded my 
expectations. Lucas was a pleasure to work with and made sure I was 100 percent happy each step 
of the way and of course the final result was an A-1 job that I am so happy with my house now looks 
like a model home. I would recommend The Captain Painter to anyone that needs their house 
painted inside or out as well as the roof; its a sure bet you will feel the same way I do 

Mike Shea 

Parkland, Florida 

 

+1(954) 448-6879 

mike@carbonneaushomerepair.com   

 



 

 

What can I say?  Only good things of course.  The Captain Painter got the job done timely, neatly 
and didn't break the bank.  I will refer family and friends to them in confidence. 

+1 954-922-8866 

ron@infantecocpa.com  

 

I highly recommend the Captain Painter for interior & exterior residential painting. The crew (John, 
Jesse & Ray) was fast, neat, professional and detail-oriented in painting my kids’ rooms and 
changing the color of the outside of my home. There was no drama - they arrived on time every 
morning, took the time to protect against dust and actually finished the job early. I also appreciate 
that their office staff (Jessica & Vivienne) touched base with me regularly to see how things were 
going and to address any scheduling issues. I will be calling them again for our next paint job. 

 

+1 240-381-9899 

Elisaneberhardt@gmail.com  

 

We are thrilled with paint job we received from The Captain Painter. They were on time, extremely 
responsive, patient with our decisions and instructions, and paid attention to the little details. 

Jessica was amazing to work with and was always available for questions we had. Sandro and 
Jancer did a fantastic job with the paint. 

I highly recommend The Captain Painter to anyone looking to paint their house. 

+1 561-699-1045 

jlz225@hotmail.com 



 

 

 

 

 

I utilized this company for their painting services. The service received was exceptional. Vilson 
Rocha did a fantastic job, so happy! 

I highly recommend this comp 

any and will certainly use their services again 

 

555???? 

 

The captain painter has been outstanding to work with. As the owner of a home inspection 
company, it is very difficult to find contractors that meet my expectations. Carlos César, the project 
manager was truly amazing, sought to understand what I was looking for and why and Vilson Rocha 
was an artist in his ability to match the texture of my ceiling. I wish more contracting companies 
would imitate the professional and structure of The Captain Painter. 

(954) 303-9565 

aci.inspector@gmail.com  

 

 

 

 



 

 

I had a great experience. I received one of the best customer service experiences in my life. The 
painting job that they did was amazing. I would definitely use them again and I would highly 
recommend them to my friends and family. A1 service!!!!! 

555???? 

 

 

 

555???? 

 

Lucas was the lead Captain Painter for our home’s exterior paint job.  We had an ugly paint job prior 
that was done by a friend of a friend of a friend as a favor.  We were dying to have our house 
repainted but wanted to make sure we found the right company for the job. Someone reputable with 
experience and backs up their word with action.  Some talk a good game but the Captain Painter 
backed it up.  Great price and great finished product.  Lucas made sure before he finished painting 
to take my fiancé for a walk through to make sure everything was up to her standards.  I told the 
Captain Painter before we agreed to have them paint the house that their one real job was to make 
sure my fiancé was satisfied and they delivered. We’d highly recommend using the Captain Painter. 

 

555???? 



 

 

The Captain Painter was great to work with. They showed up on time and completed the job with a 
high level of quality and efficiency. The paint crew was dedicated to quality. Jessica did a awesome 
job coordinating the times and dates and following up with me. She made it easy to plan the 
painting projects. 

(954) 764-1944 

patrickbrady@allstate.com   

 

 

Highly recommend The Captain Painter - they did a great job at a great price! Terrific staff in the 
office and out in the field; flexible whenever we modified/tweaked our painting plans; arrived on time 
and stayed until the job was done. Would absolutely call them again . . . 

 

555???? 

 

 

Avaliação positiva: Pontualidade, Qualidade, Receptividade, Valor 

Our residence was painted Thanksgiving week by their excellent employee Jancer & his team of 
painters that worked tirelessly & efficiently. They were available to begin the work including 
pressure cleaning and preparation immediately. Once completed and inspected, Jessica in their 
office followed up to confirm satisfaction. Not a day passed that Jancer returned to touch up any 
concerns. Clean, quiet, professional, communicative and obviously proud of their work I highly 
recommend The Captain Painting Corp. 

Additionally we hired The Captain Painter for our Chiropractic office which they began right after our 
home project. They were accommodating based on our patient schedule and hours. Sandro proved  



 

 

to be another professional employee of this company. They hold high standards and paint to make 
it last!  He also returned to touch up concerns. 

 

(954) 536-6334 

 

 

 

555??? 

 

I had to get my popcorn ceiling removed from my entire house. It was a huge job, but the team at 
the Captain Painter got everything finished and cleaned up like they were never there. I cannot tell 
you how pleased I am with their service and professionalism. This is a first rate company. 

+1 502-593-0974 

 

Got The Captain name from a friend who had work done, the price estimates were more than fair, 
they came and did the trim around my house and then the cement decorative fence in the yard. 
They were polite, efficient and hard workers. If it hadn’t been for some rain would have been 
finished in day and half with the pressure cleaning and all! 

Jancor  and his team were excellent, he even apologized for getting some paint on the grass! 

I am having them come back after the holidays to paint the inside of the house! 

Highly recommend!! 

555????? 



 

 

True FIVE START Customer Service!! This is truly an amazing company and hands down the BEST 
painting service I've come across.  They truly aim to please. I had a project which needed some 
extra attention, and they went above and beyond to assure that it was done correctly. Neat, Clean, 
Courtesy, and Competent!!  As a local realtor, I can highly recommend The Captain Painter for 
ANYONE looking for a top quality job, at an affordable price. Well done.  (PS - Jessica is a keeper ;) 

9082560508 

 

 

Look no further and call The Captain Painter for your next paint project!! I recently had my entire 
house painted by his crew. I was blown away by their services. The team was punctual, polite, 
trustworthy, meticulous, and always cheerful and willing to go the extra mile to make sure I was 
happy. They will NOT avoid your calls, procrastinate, or do a sloppy job like many other companies i 
have unfortunately been the victim of once I have put a deposit down. And the icing on the cake is 
that The Captain Painter takes NO MONEY UPFRONT until you are satisfied!! Call them and see 
for yourself the phenomenal work they do to transform your space into a happy colorful place! 

And I’d like to specifically mention Lucas who worked on my home like it were his own. Lucas truly 
poured 110% of his energy and positivity towards my project. It is rare to find a stranger who cares 
so much! 

+1 201-334-260 

 

Outstanding work and they showed up when they said they would! The project manager Carlos 
Teixeira was very hands on, and Vilson Rocha was excellent at his craft! Highly recommend them. 
(Jonathan Jones, Realtor, jonathanEjones.com) 

5555????? 



 

 

The Captain Painter is the gold standard of all painters! They recently painted our home’s interior. 
Jancer and his crew were professional, courteous & did a thoroughly amazing job! They always 
make sure that you are 100% satisfied with the work they do. This is the third time I’ve hired The 
Captain Painter and I have been thoroughly impressed by them every time! 

+1 305-308-3365 

 

 

Thiago and Roger and the team did a great job painting my house and removing the popcorn from 
the ceiling. Great price and friendly service. 

+1 954-775-4757 

 

The captain painter has done a few of my properties now and also some for friends and families. 
They always do a great time and want to make sure your happy with the job before you pay.  A few 
times there have been a few small issues which they came back quickly to touch up to get the job 
done right. They show up on time and work clean which is always nice. 

+1 410-585-4481 

 

Wow, what can I say. 

From estimate to job completion this company is fantastic. 

Meticulous attention to detail and addressed all questions and concerns to 100% satisfaction. 



 

HIGHLY RECOMMENDED THE CAPTAIN PAINTER. 

 

+1 305-904-0771 

 

 

needed a small residential job done quickly. Everyone at The Captain Painter was extremely helpful 
and very professional. That got the job done quickly. I was completely satisfied with the work and 
was thrilled that they fit the job into one day to meet my tight schedule. 

 

+1713-822-4885 

 

Excellent job 

Both supervisor Carlos Teixeira and paintor Vilson Rocha were great 

 

+1 954-393-617 

 

I highly recommend the team at Captain Painters.  They are responsive, professional and thorough. 
Completed the job ( painting several rooms and staining a vaulted ceiling) as promised with no 
hassles.  Good job of cleaning up afterwards.  They communicate well from start to finish and 
require no payment until the job is done!  After completing the job I hired them for, I immediately 
added another project in my home, which was spraying plantation shutters. Came out great. 

 

+1 845-341-7403 

 



 

 

As a Realtor, I’ve worked with hundreds of contractors. Captain Painters truly care about my clients 
needs 1st. 100% satisfied before payment goes a long way. 

(310) 713-9090 

 

 

I needed to have my popcorn ceiling removed and then I had some painting that needed doing. 
Augusto's crew blew me away. Fast, friendly and clean! I tend to get high anxiety about people in 
my house making a mess. But they were awesome! Highly recommend the Captain Painter 
services. 

 

555?????? 

 

Yes, I work here, and I absolutely love what I do! We are all a close knit family. We truly value our 
customers because they are the heart and soul of our company. We do whatever it takes to make 
you happy, you don't pay until you are 100% satisfied. If you find a better price from a licensed 
contractor, we'll beat their price and give you $50, so there is no risk! You WILL NOT find a better 
painting company than us, I guarentee it! 

 

555??? 

 



 

We hired Captain Paint to 
remove popcorn from ceiling, refinish, and paint. From the first representative of the company,  to 
Jessica following up every day on progress of job, and supervisor doing quality control and making 
adjustments were needed. We had Andres and Armando working on our house. They were 
amazing!! Professional, knowledgeable, punctual, trustworthy. They worked with us, made 
suggestions when asked. These two young man were very efficient and detailed oriented. We could 
not be happier with the company. Popcorn removal is a messy process , but they handle it 
excellent. We would use them again without hesitation. 

555???? 

 

 

The guys arrived on time, they worked hard and got the job done in the time that I needed it to be 
complete. Friendly and efficient. Very meticulous painters. I would definitely recommend to anyone 
looking for a painter! 

 

555??? 

 

The experience with The Captain 🎨Painter was STUPENDOUS! First of all, Rafael, the sales 
estimator was very honest ,professional and dedicated to providing the utmost service.  He kept on 
checking up to see that everything was going as planned and that I, the customer was satisfied. 
Joao, the project manager and painters were courteous and friendly.  There was no gimmicks or 
lies even when an error in color occurred, they rectified it without a glitch. I was very happy with the 
outcome of service they provided that I will rehire them to paint the inside of my home🏡. If you 
want a professional, QUALITY,  well priced paint service,  call them, you will be happy with THE 
CAPTAIN PAINTER! ;-)😊 

 

555???  



 

 

Excellent service. You don’t pay until you are completely satisfied with the results. They come out 
immediately to price the job. Very clean. 

555??? 

 

thecaptainoffice2@gmail.com 

 

 

I highly recommend them, very efficient & reasonably priced.  Pleasure to do business with them. 

 

(561) 325-1535 

 

 

The customer service is amazing as well as the finished product. Jessica Hernandez is 
unbelievable good and very helpful. 

 

555????? 



 

 

Captain Painter is a very professional painting company who stand behind their work.  In fact so 
much so that they will not accept payment unless the job is complete and you are fully satisfied with 
their work!  Jessica is a very pleasant person who takes personal care with your project and follows 
up with you on every step. 

 

555??? 

 

If you are looking for quality painters! You will find at  The Captain Painter! 

 

555??? 

 

Best painting company, the customer service is attentive and helpful, the team on the field is 
focused on getting the best results. I have never ever heard of a home improvement company that 
a customer will “not pay if not satisfied”. Will recommend to all my friends and businesses. 

 

(401) 524-1222 

 

 

My neighbor and I just had our 2 story homes painted. The painter he chose did not deliver as 
promised. 

Fortunately i chose The Captain Painter for my home and his crew delivered even more then I 
expected. They were thorough in every way and they did not miss a step. They did what I requested 



 

down to every detail. I can’t be more pleased and would recommend the Captain Painter without 
hesitation. 

(954) 257-7066 

 

 

They did an incredible job. Everything I asked for plus the little extras that I wasn’t expecting.  Done 
quick and clean.  The best part... they quoted me a great price and you don’t pay anything until the 
job is completed and inspected by you. And every painter working was pleasant and ready to help. 
Awesome. 

555??? 

 

 

Needed handy work done - the captain painter came through for me with a great price & excellent 
service- Jessica Hernandez is so easy to work with & does an excellent job!! 

+1 954-793-6170 

 

 

Amazing company to work with, quick turn around with a fair priced quote and great service. They 
painted my entire place and did drywall repair in two days. I would recommend them to anyone. 

 

555??? 

 



 

 

I was very limited in time the work has been done. I talked to Augusto about it. 

Captain Paint started to work on my two story house next day and completed it in 4 days ( it could 
be faster but the weather was not cooperative). The work was done well,  Lucas was very polite, the 
smile never went off his face, his recommendations on colors were very professional and useful. I 
love the new look of my house! 

+1 954-854-4483 

 

 

They did a great job painting my garage. They came out to give an estimate and were able to start 
the next day. 

+1 516-554-7482 

 

Amazing company that does amazing work! Five star service, thank you Jessica Hernandez! Highly 
recommend 

55??? 

 

 

They did an excellent job on painting our outside house and pressure cleaning the roof, patio and 
driveway. We did not have to pay a penny until the job is fully completed and we were 100% 
satisfied!!!  Brenno Costa and his crew did an amazing job prepping the house before they painted 
and was always on time each day.   We were so impressed at the work they did and the fact that 
they cleaned up the area (trash) each day they left.  I have dealt with many other contractors over 
the years and had a lot of issues on the work they did.  Picking The Captain Painters was a GREAT 
decision for us and would highly recommend them. Will definitely use them again. 



 

 
+19546149229  

 

 

This company is one of a kind , they were thorough and neat. From the promised commencement 
time to the completion of the job , the staff was very pleasant and knowledgeable,  highly 
recommend them for your painting needs 

1 954-415-1064 

 

 

Had a few units in a multi unit building that had stains on the ceilings so I called The Captain and 
Augusto put me in touch with Jessica. Both were very helpful and informative. The Forman John 
was always on time with the crew, if not early. They were very conscientious of each unit and did an 
amazing job. 

 

555??? 

 

Lucas and Andre did a phenomenal job painting my condo. A+ from me. They were timely, clean, 
and did an overall great job. They showed up at the time they said, and completed the job on time. 
Well done. 

+1 412-953-8822 

 

 



 

 

Excellent quality, fair price, fast and very good customer service. Highly recommended 

 

(305) 924-705 

 

 

Excelente work and perfect skills ! 

 

555??? 

 

 

They do a great job, from the estimating process to the work performed to the customer service 
throughout the project. I was always checked on to make sure I was completely satisfied. 

555??? 

 

 

Excellent work and they are detail oriented. 

 

+1 954-445-0723 



 

 

 

Real professional, Does a great job, Real Nice people, Keep Up The Good Work. 

 

555???? 

 

 

Lucas did a great job. He was on time and took care in what he did. You can till he has pride in his 
work. He was very pleasant and polite to talk with. He put his blankets down and covered my 
computers to keep the dust off. I highly recommend the company and ask for lucas he will get it 
done correctly ! 

555??? 

 

 

Always committed to provide the best service. You can’t go wrong with them. 

5555??? 

 

 

My husband and I are extremely happy with how our house turned out after hiring The Captain 
Painter to helps us with our renovation. We did popcorn removal, drywall repair and painted a few 
walls. Lucas, the main painter is such a cool guy to be around! I've never experienced such a nice 
environment while renovating a house, but Lucas and the team were great! We talked and laughed 
the whole time. 



 

 

The project manager Joao is also a really great guy, he would always reply to my texts and 
questions in a just few minutes. Whatever question and concern I had, he was there to help us out! 

555??? 

 

 

I just would like to start by saying Daniel was a professional with exceptional customer service, 
attention to detail , very trustworthy . He listens and the crew follow through the crew was amazing 
!! If I had any concerns the painting crew was respectful trust worthy , my house looks beautiful I’m 
so happy 😃 that’s  we choose captain painters!! I would recommend this company to everyone ! 
The prices are competitive, the work exceptional and the service of care trust of this  amazing 
company blew me away !!! They go extra mile thank you sooooo much ! Daniel and crew thank you 
😊 

 

55??? 

 

 

 

 

Professional company with fair pricing. Their work is fantastic! 

 

+1 954-253-1549  

 

 



 

 

This is an amazing company! Great customer service! Jessica rocks!! 

 

+1 954 802 2103 

 

Jessica Hernandez is absolutely the best...great customer service! 

(954) 326-7897  

 

 

 

Awesome company, and Jessica delivers great customer service. 

555??? 

 

 

I highly recommend Captain Painters. Lucas and his team did such a wonderful job. My husband 
and I had origionally hired this company but the person that came out to do the quote took the job 
on himself and brought in his own team and they didnt do a very good job. I knew something was 
wrong and so I called and the owner Augusto came over immediately and actually fired the guy. He 
sent out Lucas and his team and they repainted the house within 3 days and have gone above and 
beyond with customer service and quality! The paint looks beautiful! 

 

555??? 



 

 

These guys are the Best in the town!!Especially Jessica!! She is the super helpfull and the 
greatest!!!! 

555??? 

 

 

Great work and attention to detail!  Highly recommend!!! 

(954) 612-7375 

 

 

This is my first time using any paint company but Jessica Hernandez did an amazing job breaking 
down to me the small things I didn’t understand.... with Jessica and the captain painter my house is 
ready for the holidays... thank you guys 

555??? 

 

 

Excellent team, always ready to help with any kind of painting job! 

 

+1 954 607 7978 



 

 

Top of the line operation excellent people who do excellent work. 

3107090252 

 

 

Great work and great customer service! 

+15617166827 

 

Excellent because first of all the work was good but 
more importantly they came back more than once to fix mistakes and oversights which are 
inevitable. 

+1-954-522-2831 

 

 

This business is very professional and responsible.  I recommend yheir services 

(773) 297-8424 

 

The Captain Painter was fast, affordable, and most importantly did an outstanding job. Daniel was 
responsive throughout the process and ensured that everything met and exceeded expectations. 



 

(954) 415-2538 

 

 

i use the captain painter to paint my interior home do some popcorn remove take off the old wall 
paper and they do perfect since i call augusto was really nice, and later daniel come in to my house 
to do the estimate and give a lot information was polite on time was amazing and after came the 
crew , clean polite on time perfect daniel was the supervisor whit jhon  and the only think i can say 
is thank you for be so profesional, but the way was a really good price 

(561) 305-1577 

 

Augusto and Raphael and their crew did a professional, fast and excellent job.  I recommend them 
to all my friends and neighbors 

Thanks, 

Melanie 

(310) 678-0946 

 

Hard working very honest and trustworthy I would recommend them to anyone 

 

555??? 

 

 



 

555???? 

 

 

5555??? 

 

Google boca raton: 

 

Captain Painter came from highly recommend from a friend. Augusto came to my home and gave 
great recommendations on color and where we could cut cost. His crew came in and finished the 
job ahead of schedule. 

John also was great at giving suggestions and making sure the job was complete and to my 
satisfaction.  Lucas and Andre were great. They went over and beyond to make sure I was happy. 
They do a great job and will make sure you are happy at the end of the day. 

 

If you are looking for the best painter in South Florida look no farther because you just found them. 
The owner, Augusto, is very honest and came to my place multiple times to make sure the 
contractors I had putting up my walls were doing it correctly so his guys could come in and paint.  I 
have unfortunately learned that there are MANY dishonest contractors here in South Florida that will 
give you a price but then once they start the job they find "add ons" that weren't anticipated which 
jack up the price.  Augusto does not do that and the price he quoted was very fair and was the 
exact amount I paid him at the end of the job.  Hire this company and you will not regret it.  High 
quality work at reasonable prices.  Job well done guys, thank you 

 

+1 954-826-1269 



 

 

The Captain Painter group was so professional and did an amazing job painting the outside of our 
home. The service and follow up was by far the best we received from contractors that we dealt with 
through our remodeling. Great job. 

5555???? 

 

 

The Captain Painters are nice honest guys, and very good painters. We highly recommend them 
and their work. 

555??? 

 

Augusto and his team are great people to work with! They are professional and work at a fast pace. 
They were able to accommodate all of our needs at a reasonable price. Definitely deserve 5 star 
review! 

 

+1 714-655-4949 

 

when you contract with a company to do a large job at your home, you can only hope that it goes as 
smoothly and professionally as it does with The Captain Painter.  Daniel worked with me from start 
to finish to ensure not only that I got the best deal possible for them to paint the entire outside of my 
house, but that any additional work I needed done was taken care of quickly, and professionally, 
and with some of the best product.  his team is clearly knowledgeable about what they do and it 
certainly shows in the finished product. My house doesn't only look like a brand new house, but the 
finest points were all taken care of by Daniel and his crew. I have full confidence in this team to use 
for years to come at my home, my friends houses, and my family.  if you need any painting work 
done at your home, there is no other company to call other than this one. You truly do get the best 



 

job around, for the best price.  and, true to form, they would not accept one penny of payment until 
the job was completely done. These guys are absolutely amazing. 

(732) 829-4802 

 

Daniel came out to my house and was extremely nice and did a very good job; he even cleaned up 
not only his mess but also mine when he finished. The room I needed painted was a little more 
extensive than just painting--it had peeling paint that was mostly peeled off already (by me) and 
when the painters came out and scraped the rest off, there ended up being holes in the wall, so 
they had to get drywall and fix the holes before they could paint--so it was pretty expensive ($500 
for one bedroom), but I guess with all the work that had to be done, that's to be expected. There is 
some paint on my baseboards, which is the reason for the four stars instead of five, but overall the 
room looks immensely better than it did before the painters came. 

 

Edit: After talking to Augusto, the owner, he and Daniel contacted me and we discussed the issues. 
A painter promptly came out and fixed everything, and the room now looks great. 

 

555???? 

 

 

Excellent job done!  Daniel truly listened to what we want and accomplished a beautiful job. We are 
very happy about the results and we already got several positive comments about our new paint. 
Thanks much. 👍🏻👍🏻👍🏻 

 

555??? 

 

555??? 



 

The Captain Painter is an excellent company. With there many years of experience, there is no 
project too big or complex for them. They provide honest, high quality service that is second to none 
in Broward County. If you have any painting needs then look no further than The Captain Painter. 

 

Daniel Sanchez did such a great job painting our entire 2/2 home and garage! Would highly 
recommend to anyone looking for a professional painting job. 

 

9548924429 

 

Had the Captain do exterior painting on my home.  Great company to work with.  Very professional 
and a great job.  Amazing that there price was lower then the other quotes we got and they did such 
great work.  

Crew took their time and left the site looking clean.  Good price, great work  why go with anyone 
else?. 

Daniel the estimator for our job was great,  easy to get ahold of and a p look easier to work with. 

 

 954-817-8394 

 

 

Agosto and his guys, get the job done! On time, professional, neat work and best price guarantee. 
Highly recommend! 

+1 954-663-4325 

 



 

 

Daniel and his team painted the interior of my townhome and was very accomodating with my 
timetable and budget. I found them to be reliable, trustworthy, and pleasant to deal with. The 
experience was painless start to finish and I would not hesitate to use them again. Thank you for 
the service! 

555??? 

 

 

Chris was very professional and did excellent work.  I would not hesitate to hire him again.  Highly 
recommended. 

+1 954-734-5919 

 

 

Awesome response time and professional service. I am not local and needed work done in my 
Florida property. Captain Painter put my mind at ease, took pictures of evertything for review and 
had the best price around. Would definitely use them again! 

+1 267-269-2110 

 

Love The People Here! Great Team 

 

555??? 



 

 

It's funny, if you read the reviews you quickly see how low the South Florida bar can be when it 
comes to ANY service provider (i.e. just being responsive and showing up on time are huge wins!) 
but my experience with Augusto and his team was truly great. Yes, he replied within minutes/hours; 
yes, he showed up on time for the estimate and provided it quickly; and yes, his workers showed up 
as expected and did a great job. I had a few minor questions about the final product and Augusto 
was very, very responsive - ultimately everything was done to my standards (and to budget) and we 
will 100% be using him for some exterior work once our re-roof is complete. I'll update this review 
accordingly after that... 

Oct 2018 update: The team finished the exterior work and it was done quickly, on budget, and looks 
great. I can’t stress enough how well they protected the property (windows, concrete, patio, etc.). 
Thank you guys! 

(203) 257-0760 

 

Guys are great! Super Easy doing business with them! Took care of everything, Daniel, the 
Supervisior did a great Job. Everything was perfect. I recommed to do business with Daniel. 

 

555??? 

 

 

Augusto and his crew did a great job removing all the popcorn ceilings, skim coating and painting 
my entire condo.  Very clean and covered all the walls and floors and very reasonably priced.  I 
would hire them again. 

+1 610-551-2852 

 

 



 

 

Great work! Very responsible 

(914) 643-0705  

 

 

This is an amazing Company! Not only they have a great service, very professional personnel and 
super competitive prices, but they also serve our community!!! 

Recently we had a project to do at AVDA - a shelter for victims of domestic abuse and we need a 
painting job for the kids playroom. Captain Painter crew ALL volunteer to come in and do the jobs 
for us... So if you are looking for a company that has great service and a heart for our community, 
THIS IS IT! Call them now! 

 

555??? 

 

Augusto and his team are amazing!  Professional service from start to finish.  Fair pricing, fast and 
quality work.   The Captain Painting will be my go to for future jobs.  

+1 954-295-8777 

 

 

Augusto is very reliable and did a great job. A pleasure to work with. 

(561) 216-9857 



 

 

Great work, fast and good price. 

(954) 798-7833 

 

The Captain Painter was very professional.  Daniel did a great job!! 

555??? 

 

Focuses on detail...and best price. Won't use anybody else 

+1 631-897-7686 

 

+1 754-302-6031 

 

+1 954-706-2326 
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Roger: +1 732-501-3828 

Eladio: 555??? 
Marta: 555??? 

 

Yelp reviews: 

 

We had a flood in our house and had our baseboards pulled out along with giant chunks of our 
drywall. After the water was gone, we needed the baseboards and drywall replaced and 
painted. 

 

The Captain Painter was prompt and quickly completed repairs and painting. We liked the work 
so much we had them do additional painting while they were at our house. I highly recommend 
them. 

(561) 510-5439  



 

 

Fantastic. 
What else to say. 
Great, seamless communication, high quality work and a very fair price. 
Highly recommend The Captain Painter. 
 
+1 305-904-0771 
 

 

What a job these guys did.  I am never using anyone else again.  We had our kid's rooms 
repainted, and their work compared to the old work is night and day!  I really didn't know how 
good these rooms could look. And they left no residual paint splatter behind.  In fact, they even 
cleaning off the residual paint splatter left on the closet doors by the first painter.  I am very 
very happy with them and cannot recommend them enough. 

(954) 610-5584 

 

 

I am really glad that I chose this company to paint my new duplex! They came quickly to give 
me an estimate, the price was reasonable, and the final results were amazing. I also picked the 
wrong color for the door and regretted it immediately. And they fixed it for me at no extra 
charge even though it was my error! Definitely recommend!!! 

 

+1 954-806-7311 



 

  

Augusto showed up on time for providing an estimate ... he was honest and frank in telling me 
that because of the size of my job it would not be cost effective for neither party to go ahead 
with it. Therefore, I definitely appreciate the straight answer.vise 

What I really liked about Augusto is he gave me advise on realistic alternatives for the project. 
Nice guy! 

555??? 

 

 

Great company with amazing people who go above and beyond to make sure their customers 
are 100% satisfied. 

555??? 

 

I highly recommend the team at Captain Painters.  They are responsive, professional and 
thorough.  Completed the job ( painting several rooms and staining a vaulted ceiling) as 
promised with no hassles.  Good job of cleaning up afterwards.  They communicate well from 
start to finish and require no payment until the job is done!  After completing the job I hired 
them for, I immediately added another project in my home, which was spraying plantation 
shutters. Came out 
 
+1 845-341-7403 



 

 

Augusto and his team of painters are unlike any other painters I have used.  

 

They SHOW UP ON TIME, they provide ACCURATE QUOTES, and They COMPLETE ALL 
WORK according to a mutually agreed upon schedule. 

 

I am a Professional Realtor and I have used Augusto to help make ready more than 5 homes 
for sale and several for rent properties. 

 

Time and time again, his work exceeds my expectations.  

 

This time was no different. 

 

I own a duplex and my tenants left after living there for 4 years.  I called Augusto on Friday 
once the unit was vacant.  He came on Saturday to take measurements and quote the job. On 
Monday his crew started painting. 

 

No detail was missed and the job was completed by Thursday. 

 

As an investor owner of real estate, Augusto's timeliness allowed me to put the unit back on 
the market and I rented the unit immediately. 

 

Don't waste your time with unreliable tradesmen in South Florida!  Take it from me, I am sick 
and tired of trying to work with most South Florida contractors.  I met Augusto 3 years ago and 
I now  sleep 100% better.  



 

 

PS.  Ask Augusto to share pictures of his wife and beautiful family.  When you see the gleam in 
his eyes coupled with his professionalism, you will know he's the right painter for you. 

 

Feel free to call me for any additional reference information. 

 

Gary Lanham, Associate Broker, Coldwell Banker 

 

954.695.6518 

 

 

My experiences were great with the Captain Painter. August came out and measured the 
spaces to be painted. He quickly provided an estimate on site, and thereafter, we began 
discussing start dates. 
 
Augusto's team of painters were thorough, professional, and tidy. Specifically, Carlos Rocha 
and Klaber Soares, who ensured everything was done right and looked great! Those guys paid 
attention to all the details and made sure we were happy. If I need any paint work in the future, 
I won't hesitate to use the Captain again! 
 
555??? 
 

 

Daniel and his team painted the interior of my townhome and was very accomodating with my 
timetable and budget. I found them to be reliable, trustworthy, and pleasant to deal with. The 
experience was painless start to finish and I would not hesitate to use them again. Thank you 
for the service  
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It's funny, if you read the reviews you quickly see how low the South Florida bar can be when it 
comes to ANY service provider (i.e. just being responsive and showing up on time are huge 
wins!) but my experience with Augusto and his team was truly great. Yes, he replied within 
minutes/hours; yes, he showed up on time for the estimate and provided it quickly; and yes, his 
workers showed up as expected and did a great job. I had a few minor questions about the 
final product and Augusto was very, very responsive - ultimately everything was done to my 
standards (and to budget) and we will 100% be using him for some exterior work once our 
re-roof is complete. I'll update this review accordingly after that... 

Oct 2018 update: The team finished the exterior work and it was done quickly, on budget, and 
looks great. I can't stress enough how well they protected the property (windows, concrete, 
patio, etc.). Thank you guys! 

+1 954-347-0856 

 

 

I contacted Captain Painter's 2days ago in desperate need of my bedroom/ nursery being 
painted this week while my husband was in town and Augusto made his schedule work to get it 
done for me! The quality of work and attention detail is amazing! He even went the extra mile 
getting all the holes patched up for me while still getting all the work done within 4hrs! Just 
outstanding!! Extremely satisfied with the whole process and will recommend him and his crew 
to anyone needing painting or drywall work done! 

 

+1 508-579-0811 



 

 

The Captain Painters were very accommodating and prompt. Daniel went above and beyond to 
suit our needs. The job was done promptly and to our complete satisfaction. We were highly 
satisfied and would definatley recommend their services to anyone that would need painting 
and drywall work. Thanks for everything. 
 
(954) 372-7937 
 

 

The Captain Painter was wonderful, Daniel arrived on time to give us an estimate and check 
what needed to be done. Mauricio did a great painting service even on a Sunday and he did it 
fast and well done. 

We would recommend them again!! 

Thanks Captain Painter. 

 

9543191795 

 

If you are looking for the best painter in South Florida look no farther because you just found 
them.  The owner, Augusto, is very honest and came to my place multiple times to make sure 
the contractors I had putting up my walls were doing it correctly so his guys could come in and 
paint.  I have unfortunately learned that there are MANY dishonest contractors here in South 
Florida that will give you a price but then once they start the job they find "add ons" that weren't 
anticipated which jack up the price.  Augusto does not do that and the price he quoted was 
very fair and was the exact amount I paid him at the end of the job.  Hire this company and you 



 

will not regret it.  High quality work at reasonable prices.  Job well done guys, thank you...John 
M. 

 

+1 954-826-1269 

 

 

Augusto arrived on time at the last minute to give me an estimate on a Saturday afternoon. 
Though I didn't end up going with him, he gave some really excellent advice and realistic 
expectations of what to expect from the job 
 
5555???? 
 

 

The team is really professional. I am glad I hired Captain Painter. Generally, contractors don't 
respond to your calls after they get the job. However, Augusto is very responsive all the time. 
Not a single day the painter didn't show up. I strongly recommend their services 

 

+1 954-850-6575 

 

 



 

Great job, great price, great people!  I have a single family home in Coral Springs.  They 
pressure cleaned the whole house including the roof and driveway/patio.  The house was 
expertly painted, and the driveway and pool patio pavers were sealed.  The house looks brand 
new and I recommend Augusto and his team for any of your painting needs. 

(954) 214-3674  

 

 

 

 

I used  the Captain Painter's services this month to paint the exterior of my house. The finish 
result was great, Augusto's attention to detail and the quality of work his crew was outstanding. 
Very satisfied with the whole process from providing the initial quote to the finished product. 

Highly recommend his company and happy to share any pictures if needed.  

 

+1 954-616-7011 

 

 

The Captain Painter was nothing but helpful, he answered all my questions and concerns. He 
is nothing but a true professional. With me being out of state he put all my worries and 
concerns away. I will be using them again in the future and will recommend them to all my 
family and friends. Thank You 
 
 
+1 561-306-4769 
 



 

 

Excellent customer service from beginning to end. Staff of painters were fantastic, attention to 
detail and cleaned up upon completion. Will be using again! 
 
+1 812-309-8324  
 

 

Augusto and his team of painters did an amazing job! Firstly, Augusto  responded to my yelp 
message right away, and was able to come by for the walk-through within my time frame (late 
evening after work!). He sent the quote the following day, as promised - and line listed all the 
details we discussed. The painters were professional, neat, super polite and helpful - and they 
finished in less time than they estimated. I highly recommend The Captain Painter! 

Desiree: +1 561-419-3516 

 

 

Augusto was extremely conscientious.  I was trying to coordinate work on my elderly father's 
home in FL while I was in L.A., and Augusto was happy to work with me.  He completed the 
work quickly, coming in at the price quoted and on schedule. 

(954) 263-4579 

 

MEGAN M: 

Augusto did such a good job working in our short time schedule. His guys work really hard and 
did a good job. He is very responsive and easy to get a hold of. I will definitely be using again! 
 
+1 502-592-4756 
 



 

FACEBOOK REVIEWS: 

 

 
+1 410-585-4481 
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+1 954-563-0444 



 

 
(954) 257-7066 
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+1 904-806-5223 



 

 

7862395101  

 

 
1 573-247-8441 
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